This technical correction resolves the difference between the two SF RLP versions in **Schedule A, Paragraph 6**, as described below:

Below is the current **ALTA Short Form Residential Loan Policy-Current Assessments (2021 v. 1.00)**, with highlighting representing the text in the Current Assessments version that did not exist in the **ALTA Short Forms Residential Loan Policy-Assessments Priority (2021 v. 1.00)**. For clarity, there is no change to the SF RLP-CA (2021 v. 1.00):

![Highlighting text from Current Assessments version](image1)

Below is the text of the **ALTA SF RLP-Assessments Priority (2021 v. 1.00)**, which is being replaced today with (2021 v. 1.01). Specifically, SF RLP-AP (2021 v. 1.00) did not contain the same text as highlighted in the SF RLP-CA above:

![Text from ALTA SF RLP-Assessments Priority (2021 v. 1.00)](image2)

Finally, the text below represents the technical correction as found in the **ALTA SF RLP-AP (2021 v. 1.01)**, with the addition of the language to conform this policy to the SF RLP-CA (2021 v. 1.00):

![Technical correction text](image3)